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“What Every Girl Wants to be When She Grows Up” 

 Imagine for a moment that you’re watching an interview. At this interview, there are 

over one hundred girls between the ages of 8-13, all from different racial and cultural back-

grounds. Each girl is asked this one question: “What do you want to be when you grow up?” 

Did you imagine what their answers might be? I did. It’s in imagining their answers that my 

mind becomes unsettled and a deep pain begins to surface in my gut. Because, in consider-

ing what their answers might be, I also consider what their answers would not be. I can 

guarantee that their answers would not be, “a prostitute” or “a slave.” 

 I recently had a conversation with a traveling man who was telling me of different 

countries he had visited with Red Light Districts. This man went on in awe of, “What a 

spectacle it was.” How, “You could window shop for women of various sizes, ages and eth-

nicities.” And, “Men were making deals on the streets as tourists strolled along observing 

every ‘item.’” The traveling man continued to comfortably describe the thrill of his visit, 

until I politely interrupted him to explain the brutal realities that lay beneath the surface of 

all he had described. Before the start of our conversation regarding RL Districts, this man 

asked me where I worked. So, with the expectation that his response may not be affirming, I 

went on to share that I worked in a safe house for sex-trafficking victims. In my experience 

of sharing this information with strangers, it was common to have responses of shock, dis-

approval, or defense. I had grown accustom to these responses and saw them as opportuni-

ties to be an advocate for awareness.  This man immediately associated my work with his 

traveling experiences. It was from that point of our conversation that he tried to convince 

me of how harmless and appealing RL Districts are. His point of sharing these opinions was 

to build his case in which he’d ultimately say that the work I did was pointless. Perhaps, he 

thought that if he could convince me trafficking and prostitution were harmless, then I 

wouldn’t be offended if he said my work was pointless. Perhaps, he did not know that the 

truths I know of trafficking and prostitution would never allow me to settle for the belief 

that they were harmless. He must have not known that because I knew the truth, his opinion 

could not offend me.  

  “All those women haven chosen that life, and they could leave it if they wanted to,” 

he would say to me.  As he continued to share his thoughts on my work, I came to realize he 

was not interested in hearing of what is hidden beneath everything he was describing. Not 

only was this man content to remain ignorant, but he was confident in saying to me, “You 

are not helping anyone because these women are not the victims you say they are”. Perhaps 

I couldn’t change his perception of these things because admitting to the sad truths would 

take away the appeal of what he saw on the surface.  His final words to me were,  “No one is 

A Glimpse into the Truth about Prostitution, Trafficking and Slavery  

By Lydia McCarthy 



making them do that kind of work.” “They 

are not victims because they choose to stay, 

when they could leave if they wanted.” His 

last statement has never left me, not because 

I took his words as a personal offense, but 

because the more I had conversations with 

people about my work, the more I began to 

hear those words. It was as if I was talking to 

the traveling man all over again. I came to 

realize that though the people I talked to all 

had different experiences than the traveling 

man, many had the same belief, “They are 

not victims because they choose to stay, 

when they could leave if they wanted.” 

  When people say or ask, “Why don’t 

they just leave?” Perhaps, it is because no 

one has told them of the women who have 

been deceived, manipulated and threatened 

into trafficking and prostitution. It’s im-

portant I repeat those words to make sure we 

fully consider their definitions. Deceived, 

manipulated and threatened: words that de-

scribe the process of becoming and being a 

victim. Though, a majority of trafficking vic-

tims are women, did you know that men have 

become victims as well? Did you know that 

prostitution, trafficking and slavery often co-

incide? These are realities people are often 

not aware of. Perhaps, many are not aware 

that these victims’ families, identities and se-

curity have been torn away from them. No 

one has told them about the hundreds of mi-

nors who are finding themselves at the mercy 

of men who are stealing away their inno-

cence, purity and virginity. No one has told 

them of the scars these women wear in and 

outside their bodies, reminding them of the 

consequences that come with attempting to 

escape this life.  

These women; these victims, DO NOT want 

this life.  

  Imagine a world where women and 

minors are verbally and physically abused 

within their home. They are told by the world 

that they are worthless if they cannot obtain a 

certain image. Society disregards them and 

no one helps them pursue the dream of their 

childhood. All of these things become their 

identity, leading them to a life where they be-

lieve they have no value because they have 

been treated as such. This is the life of prosti-

tution, trafficking and slavery. Perhaps, that 

world wasn’t hard to imagine because that is 

the world we live in, a world where people 

are treated as objects for the sake of an-

other’s personal pleasure, no matter the cost. 

These are very raw realities. These women 

do not want this. Deep down, they long for a 

‘normal’ life, a life where there are people to 

love them, friends to encourage them, some-

one to tell them their worth and to protect 

them. These women long to be a sister, a 

friend, a wife or mother. And, for many of 

them, the very thing that opened the door of 

their dream to birth their own child has been 

violated and stripped away from them, clos-

ing that door forever. 

 I do not assume these are things these 

women want because I do not have to. I do 

not assume because they have told me them-

selves. I have held the hands of these women 

as they bitterly cried and told me I had the 

ordinary life they always wanted. They 

would thank me for genuinely choosing to be 

their sister and friend, with a sincerity I was 

not accustom to, a sincerity that was familiar 

with devastation and great loss. I would sit 

with them and listen to them recount mem- 
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ories of the ordinary life they once had. I would feel my heart grow heavy as they 

would describe losing that life and the pain that followed. These women would thank 

me for valuing them and their dreams. It’s because of these moments that I think of-

ten of the value my ordinary life has, my ordinary life as a college student, with op-

portunities to pursue an education that will pave the way for my future. I think often 

of the impact my simple gestures of genuine kindness had on these women’s lives. 

Knowing these things, will you ask, “Don’t those women want that for their life?” 

  I often wonder what the traveling man’s response would have been if he was 

willing to take the time to listen. All of these things I have shared with you are just a 

glimpse into the realities of trafficking, of prostitution, of slavery. We have barely 

begun to scratch the surface. Sometimes, the desperate cries of these women seem to 

be drowning out hope. I have heard and attended to these cries. There are many days 

I feel my part makes no difference. Sometimes, it feels as if what is being done isn’t 

enough. Sometimes, being open to the brutal realities in order to combat them and 

bring awareness is too overwhelming. However, we must be open to these realities. 

We cannot live in ignorance and ignore what is beneath the surface of what people 

such as the traveling man call ‘appealing.’ We need to be willing to look beyond 

what the traveling man settled to see. When it’s too much to bear, we must press 

harder into the truth. We must advocate for education in order to bring freedom.  

 What part do you have in all of this? Before you consider your answer, ask 

yourself this, “Is the purpose of education to learn how to master ignorance or 

truth?” Do not settle to live in ignorance. Do not settle to be another traveling man. 

Be open to education. Education goes beyond being a good student in the classroom. 

Being a good student in class does not mean you will not be met by the realities of 

this life. You will be met by these realities, and it’s up to you how prepared you will 

be when they approach you. Are you willing to take everything as an opportunity to 

learn? Trafficking, prostitution and slavery are a part of this world we live in.  Edu-

cation on these issues simply begins with learning to look for the signs. Trafficking 

and prostitution are happening right here in upstate New York. I know, because I’ve 

worked first hand with women who have become victims of these things.  I’ve met 

women who spent years in these desperate situations, hidden from my view until I 

learned to identify the signs. There are many resources to teach you how to look for 

the signs and how you should respond. Take some time to acquaint yourself with re-

sources. Simply go online and search, “How to recognize signs of trafficking;” take a 

few minutes to read the National Human Trafficking Hotline page; or ask your local 

police department to give you some safety tips and resources.       



      Not only can freedom come from 

choosing to be educated, but it can start 

with you choosing to value and respect 

others. Choose to value the people in 

your life. Not just the people you know 

well, but the person you may only have 

one chance to impact. Choose to not be 

offensive and abusive with your words 

and actions. Choose to show empathy 

towards others. The smallest gesture 

can make all the difference. I know this 

to be true. The many victims I have met 

tell me that the simplest gesture of kind-

ness makes all the difference. Many of 

them believe that if they were valued 

and loved, then they would not have be-

lieved the lies that led them to a life of 

such loss. Together, we can make a dif-

ference. Don’t be a traveling man and 

settle for ignorance. It’s time to get in-

volved. It’s time to educate, participate 

and make a difference. Truth is worth 

every effort. And, our efforts to shed 

light on the truth will be the difference 

we need to change the lives of every 

victim.  

Channeling History 
 By Serena VanOsdol 

With this year’s semester more than half-

way completed, the chilling holiday of 

Halloween is just around the corner. 

While many use this celebration as an 

excuse to binge on candy treats guilt-

free, the occasion has a rich and interest-

ing history. 

Most historians agree that Halloweens 

roots relate back to the pre-Christian 

Celtic holiday of Samhain (pronounced 

“sah- win”), dated about 2,000 years ago. 

This term is literally translated from 

Gaelic meaning “Summers-end.” It was 

supposedly to celebrate the harvest and 

communicate with the dead; however, 

the original purpose of Samhain is un-

known. Much like my calculus notes, the 

original documents are sparse and frag-

mented, continuing the mysterious and 

cryptic nature of Halloween. 

An argument can be made that a primary 

reason for the celebration of Halloween 

is to offer a safe way for people to play 

with the concept of death. Dressing up as 

ghosts and devils and channeling spirits 

from the beyond, satisfies the human cu-

riosity while simultaneously involving 

joy and mockery. 

Unfortunately, most formal educational 

institutions do not recognize Halloween 

as a legitimate holiday. However this 

Wednesday, when we’re all on campus 

anyway, you can still celebrate your 

Samhain pride by wearing the traditional 

colors: orange, black, and purple. Art by Vianna Koegel 



 CCC Club, In Living Color Celebrates NCOD 

 

         Thursday, October 11th was National Coming Out Day (NCOD), an annual 

civil awareness day internationally observed to recognize members of the LGBTQ+ 

community. However, due to students being on break over NCOD, SUNY CCC’s 

club, In Living Color, decided to celebrate Thursday, October 4th. 

       From 12 to 1:30 members of the club, including club president, M. Smiley, 

handed out rainbow cake, flags and pins to passer byers in The Commons. In Living 

Color believes in bringing people together; if you are unsure or nervous about join-

ing a club on campus, they are the group to join. “We support other students; we 

celebrate others expressing themselves as humans,” said club President, M. Smiley 

when asked about how In Living Color enriches campus life. If you were among 

those grabbing a piece of cake, waving a rainbow flag or proudly wearing a rainbow 

pin, then you know that club member, Macey Brown’s statement, “Love every-

body” rightly represents In Living Color and NCOD. SUNY CCC supports diversi-

ty, inclusion and is proud to have a club on campus bringing students together. 

By Leah McCarthy 



“A Wealth of Support 

Awaits You:  

CCC’s Learning 

Commons” 
by Joseph Gary Crance 

Recently, CCC held its first-ever first-

generation college student round table discussion. 

Many stories were shared, and there were common 

themes from the individuals, both current SUNY 

CCC staff, and students, about the struggles they 

had beginning their college experience. One com-

mon topic: not knowing about support services 

available to students to make their academic career 

a success. 

Outside the classroom, SUNY CCC pro-

vides a stellar tutorial support in The Learning 

Commons (LC). The LC has full time, profession-

al tutors to help SUNY CCC students in a variety 

of subjects. Math, science, English are the main 

areas where struggling students can get individual, 

one-on-one help, but there’s also help with com-

puter programming (C++, Linux®, and Unix®), 

general computer support, Spanish, and even gen-

eral support on the structure and approach for re-

search papers in any topic. They’ll even help with 

suggesting and developing study strategies. 

Timothy Wenck, the Director of the Learn-

ing Commons, emphasizes that the LC is there for 

each SUNY CCC student: “We don’t want stu-

dents to think they can’t come to us for the tutor-

ing help they need.” 

Your success is the LC’s primary goal. 
Further, while some academic institutions might 
limit the number of visits and total time per week 
for tutoring services, the LC has no such re-
strictions; visit as often as you like. Note: if de-
mand for tutors is high on any given day, normally 
an hour is the maximum time that can be allotted. 
You can stay and work independently in the LC as 
long as you like during operating hours. 

Shy about asking for help? Don’t be. 
As English tutor Keith Ward stresses, “Smart 
people ask lots of questions.” Whether it’s a 
quick question on how to cite a source in your 

research report under MLA guidelines, or more 
in-depth questions on Calculus, the LC is there 
to help you find the answers you need. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Here are some more frequently asked 

questions about the LC: 

 
Does the LC correct all my mistakes? 

No—the LC is there for your long-term educa-

tional success, and helps you learn the skills 

needed to find, correct, and ultimately prevent 

mistakes from ever happening. 

 
Where is the LC located? The LC is 

physically  located in two locations. On the 

Spencer Hill main campus, the LC is on the 

first floor of the Arthur A. Houghton, Jr. Li-

brary. At the Elmira Center, the LC is located 

in rooms U110 and U111. 

Online, you’ll find the LC under your 
MyCCC Student tab, providing valuable  
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The Learning Commons’ 

Mission Statement 

Our mission is to serve students as 
they engage in the learning process 
for any academic discipline. We do 
this by providing confidential, non-
judgmental consultation with peer 

and professional tutors. In addition, 

we provide flexible work environ-
ments for individuals or small 

groups supported by various educa-
tional, occupational, and assistive 
technology and other academic re-

sources. 



information on the LC’s capabilities at your service.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are the LC’s operating hours? 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 Do I have to make an appointment?  

 Making an appointment is generally recommended for 

writing assistance, or if you wish to work with a spe-

cific writing tutor.   However, walk-in appointments 

are also highly encouraged, with waiting times only 

around five minutes most days. 

 

 

Main Campus 

Mon-Thurs 8:00 am–8:00 pm 

Fridays 8:00 am–4:00 pm 

Elmira Center 

Mon-Thurs 8:00 am–4:30 pm 

Fridays 8:00 am–4:00 pm 

Announcements will be made detailing LC 
operating hours during Break, Final Exam, 
and Summer Semester on MyCCC. 

Main Campus 

607-962-9454, or 
1-800-358-7171, ext. 9454 

Elmira Campus 

607-936-5515, or 
1-800-358-7171, ext. 5515 

 
How do I contact the LC to  make an ap-

pointment? You can contact the LC by 

phone at: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can contact the LC via e-mail (for ap-

pointments or other questions) too:  

learningcommons@corning-cc.edu  

 
What if I can’t make it to either cam-

pus? No problem, the LC has you cov-

ered! You can get online tutoring via your 

MyCCC Learning Commons web page.  

 

https://cccscript.corning-cc.edu/

groupboard.php  

 
Special note: the software being used for 

online tutoring is Groupboard, which at 

this time does not automatically notify a 

tutor that you’re waiting for help; there-

fore, it’s best to contact the LC ahead of 

time to let them know when to expect to 

find you online. 

 
You can always e-mail your questions as 

well! 

Subject E-mail address 

Math mathtutoring@corning-cc.edu 

Science 
sciencetutoring@corning-
cc.edu 

Writing 
writingtutoring@corning-
cc.edu 

General 
Ques-
tions 

learningcommons@corning-
cc.edu 

(continued from page 7) 
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For extended online tutoring, CCC is part of the 

SUNY Star NY Consortium. (covering Account-

ing, Biology, Chemistry, Math, and Writing) at 

https://www.starny.org/tutoring_schedule .   

 

Note: you’ll need to login with your MyCCC 
username and password. 
 
Can I be a tutor? The LC is always looking for  

good peer tutors to assist their mission—and you 

also get paid while tutoring your fellow SUNY 

CCC students!  

One way to become a peer tutor is through 

work study. If you wish to become a peer tutor 

via work study, you should identify this early in 

the FAFSA process. If approved, you’ll also need 

the endorsement from one of your professors as 

well. 

Writing tutors are enrolled in a formal 

program that not only professionally certifies the 

tutor but also earns the peer tutor 1 semester 

hour. 

What else does the LC provide? The 

LC provides printed handouts on a variety of sub-

jects that you can take to reference at your lei-

sure. You can also find many of these printouts 

online on the LC’s MyCCC webpage. 

Sometimes, we all need a hand. When it 

comes to tutoring assistance, you are not alone at 

CCC. Stop by the LC today to get the help you 

need to bolster your academic success.  

Jad Abumrad  

visits Corning 

Thursday, October 4th was a 

big day for podcast listeners in Corn-

ing, NY. The founder of the second 

largest podcast program, playing on 

over 500 live radio stations and with 

over 200 million downloads, de-

scended on Corning Museum of 

Glass’ stage and performed a presen-

tation leaving the full-house roaring. 

This famous podcast platform, if you 

haven't already guessed, is Radiolab, 

and its founder and Thursday night’s 

speaker was the one and only, Jad 

Abumrad. Have goose bumps? I did. 

The title of Abumrad’s presentation 

was “The Miracle of Indoor Plumb-

ing.” A curious but thought provok-

ing title, and thoroughly explained to 

all who attended. 

Radiolab was founded 18 

years ago, and Abumrad has been 

working it up to the second most 

popular podcast platform right beside 

his co-host, Robert Krulwich. In 

those 18 years, though, Abumrad 

reached physical and mental exhaus-

tion and lost sight of the purpose be-

hind his work. This is not uncommon 

for founders of such large projects, 

and Abumrad decided that he needed 

to take a break: six months. Whether 

or not he would return to his work 

By Leah McCarthy 
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or  refined his purpose, he didn't know.  

 During his six month break, Abumrad was struck, literally stuck with inspiration 

after being pulled by one of his coworkers into an exciting store right down the street 

from his repetitive walk outside Radiolab’s headquarters in NYC. This exciting store 

consisted of sculptures, pottery, mannequins, skulls -all things intriguing to two creative 

thinkers and storytellers. Abumrad was so impacted by the excitement of the store, that 

when he walked back into the street and looked down at the drain pipe he thought, 

“Fuck. Indoor plumbing is a literal miracle.” Those in the audience laughed.  

A funny idea to suddenly realize, and by a common New Yorker, but Abumrad was 

inspired and shared with the audience at CMOG the first of the four things he realized 

during his six month break: indoor plumbing is a miracle. Why is this important? As de-

scribed by Abumrad, it was a phenomenology of a moment. It was phenomena as distinct 

from that of the nature of being, and brought his consciousness to a place that directly 

thought about and appreciated something used but unnoticed by people everyday, indoor 

plumbing. In that moment, Abumrad shared, he began to slowly feel less sick and stuck 

in the loop of his repetitive schedule. His depression began to deplete because for the 

first time in a long time, he was surprised and inspired. That’s when he realized the im-

portance of surprise to people. People want to be surprised; like with Abumrad, it cap-

tures attention. This realization, this element of surprise provoked by indoor plumbing 

led Abumrad to this conclusion; surprise is what podcasts should be about. People want 

to listen to something exciting, peculiar and thought provoking; they want to learn some-

thing they have never learned before. People want to be surprised. 

The second thing Radiolab’s founder realized during his break was the importance of be-

ing quiet. “There is so much noise,” said Abumrad. “Silence is just as important.” So, he 

had to learn how to sit and wait in silence. This experienced interviewer had to learn a 

new technique to interviewing. Often times interviewers are thinking, “What can I ask to 

get the answer I think I want,” said Abumrad. But sitting and being quiet can lead exactly 

to the story waiting beneath the surface. 

Third: “little shit.” Again the audience chuckled at Abumrad’s “real-talk” humor 

and loose tongue. Little shit moments, as described by Abumrad, fill in the scene and in-

vites questions. They are those little happenings, those shortly mentioned thoughts by in-

terviewees that beg further inquisition and hold a treasure cove of a good story and turn 

into something beautiful. Abumrad noticed and learned about “little shit” moments after 

attending a talk where an interviewer caught a “little shit” moment while the interviewee 

spoke, and would not let the interviewee move on until explaining the briefly mentioned 

comment. After digging deep into the, at first hesitant, interviews comment, a beautiful 

story was shared that would never have been touched on had the interviewer not caught 

the moment and asked for more detail. Lastly, “There was trouble about the   



Washington bus.” Have I captured your attention? For anyone who may have still been 

thinking about “little shit” moments in Thursday night’s audience, this random line 

definitely brought them back to present moment. The title is actually from a story 

called “Speech Sounds” by Octavia E. Butler. It is about a young woman who cannot 

read in a breaking world suffering loneliness and depression. Half way through the sto-

ry she meets and falls in love with a man who cannot hear, therefore depriving them of 

normal communication. But, they find a way and for the first time, the young woman 

has a connection with someone among the breaking world. However, the connection is 

ended later in the story when the man dies and leaves her again, alone. “The story 

could have ended here,” said Abumrad, “but it didn't. That is what makes the story im-

portant.” The young woman meets two young orphans, whom she adopts and takes 

care of; she builds a new connection and fights against her loneliness and depression. 

“This story is important because of the author behind it,” Abumrad explained. 

“The author, who had a friend suffering from cancer, was becoming increasingly de-

pressed and when one day, while riding the Washington bus, a fight broke out, thought, 

“Fuck humanity.” The author hit rock bottom, and this story hit me because I, too, had 

hit rock bottom” shared Abumrad. Butler took that moment, the moment of utter pain 

and overwhelming depression, and wrote herself back up in her story, Speech Sounds. 

“That is what I have to do,” Abumrad realized, “I have to write myself back to hope.” 

After these final words Abumrad completed his presentation and the leaning-

ever-so-close audience stood, applauding loudly. Jad Abumrad exited the stage as jour-

nalists, writers, podcast listeners, professors, students, and everyone clapped enthusias-

tically. Corning, NY had a night to remember. 

 

 



 
The College Life 

“I am a college student”: Defining our interpretation  

By Leah McCarthy 

“I am a college student putting time into my studies,” we say with 
pride, explaining to friends and family how we are working towards profes-
sional goals and bettering our lives. 

"I am a college student, so give me a break!" we say with attitude, ex-
plaining to friends and family why we did not follow through with a re-
sponsibility or engaged in destructive behavior. 

When we say this line, “I am a college student,” it may refer to a stage 
of life promoted by mass media in which we take a free pass to do whatever 
we desire. “I am a college student,” can be heard when one is defending 
poor choices, for example, of drinking under age or using marijuana, crass-
ly or disrespectfully speaking, or endorsing a hookup culture regardless of 
who is hurt. When used as an excuse, “I am a college student,” is a cop 
out.  The majority of college students are 18 or over; whether financially in-
dependent or not, we are still legally adults. Perhaps a student was caught 
in illegal activity or is defending him/herself to peers. When used in this 
context, the line serves as an auditable reflection of careless and destructive 
disregard, proven by attitude and actions. 

“I am a college student,” can also be used as a way to think about 
growing maturity, and as such, be defined in a way completely opposite. 
We also say, “I am a college student,” with pride as we explain to friends 
and family the opportunities that are available to us on our college campus. 
When studying hard for classes and making an “excuse” to friends about 
why we don’t have time to party during midterms week, we could say, “I 
am a college student,” as a reminder to ourselves and others that we are ma-
ture adults, aspiring towards our future careers. As college students, let’s re-
mind ourselves to strive hard towards positive growth, be reliable, and de-
velop a good work ethic. Let’s proclaim ourselves college student proudly, 
as young adults who are successful, determined, and taking advantage of 
every opportunity to move forward and gain wisdom. When this student 
says, “I am a college student,” it serves as an audible reflection of maturity 
and self-respect, proven by attitude and actions. 



“I am a college student” 
can be interpreted with either 
of these mindsets, or even as a 
student  between the two. 
Sometimes it depends upon 
where we are in the semester 
or even on a given day. But I 
encourage you to think about 
what saying, “I am a college 
student,” means to you. What 
expectations are you creating 
for yourself? How would you 
be categorized by your friends, 
family, and other students? 

This is significant to contemplate. College is full of academic and co-
curricular opportunities for those who seek them out and want to be success-
ful. There are also many opportunities to be carefree. There are times, places, 
and healthy and respectful ways to let the weight of your responsibilities rest. 
To be successful, most of the time we must focus on choices and behavior 
that will move us closer to our goals.  College is a time and a place to devel-
op productive personal and professional interests. Look in the mirror and say, 
“I am a college student” with pride! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Announcements  

 

Calling all Artists! 
 

New to this semester, The Crier  is accepting com-
ics and small illustrations submitted by YOU. 

 
Contact David Higgins for more info:  

higgins@corning-cc.edu 

Want to stay updated on the latest events on campus? Fol-

low @corningccevents on Instagram and Twitter! 

 

Faith-Based Roundtable Discussion 

Thursday, Oct. 24 from 12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. in the Hanley Room of the Library. This event is part of the Col-

lege's year-long Every Story Counts initiative. Free lunch!  

 

TRIO Support Services, the Diversity Council, and the Veteran's Associ-

ation have teamed up to bring the Tuskegee Airmen Event back to SUNY 

CCC. The event will be held on Nov. 3, 2018 from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

at the Health Education Center.  

For more info, contact Deb Joseph: djoseph1@corning-cc.edu   

Tuskegee Airmen Event 

Want your event advertised here? Contact The Crier Staff at 

ccccrier@gmail.com! 



Showing Halloween Spirit Through Cinema 
By Jacqueline Thomas 

Let’s face it, Halloween is a wonderful time of year. The leaves change color, it becomes chilly 

enough for comfy, warm clothes, and cider mills start pouring by the gallon. However, if it’s too cold 

for you, there may be other, more inside traditions for you to try out. So grab your dollar store bag of 

Halloween Candy (or trick-or-treat first -You’re never too old!). Grab up a fluffy, warm blanket, maybe 

some cider, and get settled in for a fistful of great movies to binge in this chilly season! 

While some people don’t always enjoy a horror film, some enjoy a touch of gore during this 

spooky season. If you’re looking for a good, classic to watch, you could go for movies such as Hallow-

een. This series has 8 movies already on DVD, but if you’re looking to take a Friday out, go and see the 

newest version  that just came out at your local theater! The writers have revamped the old movies in a 

new one, specifically called Halloween. In this, we follow Laurie Strode when Michael Myers escapes 

and makes an appearance in Haddonfield once more. Only this time, she’s not going down without a 

battle. 

However, if you aren’t into the movies for those of steel stomachs, you may want to watch a few 

other more light-hearted movies. Some favorites of the season are films like Hocus Pocus, Hallow-

eentown, or The Addams Family. These features are especially good for those with children. The favor-

ite of many people born in the late 90’s, including me, is Halloweentown. This movie is a time-honored 

tradition in most families. In this, we go on a thrilling adventure with Marnie, Dylan and Sophie as they 

follow their grandma, Agatha to Halloweentown and discover that they are part of a whole other world 

that they had no clue about! These kids run amok and cause a whole lot of trouble in this town as they 

try to fight an evil force taking over Halloweentown. These movies are great to gather some friends, 

your favorite snacks, and watch together and laugh at the jokes in each one. Movies like these, will defi-

nitely put you in the Halloween spirit, without the queasy feelings. 

Now, maybe these flicks aren’t for you. There are movies that have lighthearted laughter and 

some scenes to keep you on the edge of your seat. Some films like Scream, Sleepy Hollow, and The 

Haunted Mansion are some good flicks. All of these have some funny jokes, especially in The Haunted 

Mansion. The main male lead, Jim Evers, is played by Eddie Murphy, a classic comedian in the theater. 

If you’ve seen his work in other movies like Dr. Dolittle, you’ll definitely enjoy his tidbits in The 

Haunted Mansion. In this picture, he and his family of a wife and two kids go on a vacation after being 

accused of neglecting his children due to work. On the way, they stop at a mansion that Murphy has 

been asked to sell. Here the kids explore until they meet three ghosts that reside in the house and ask for 

their help on relieving a curse that was placed on them so that they may move on from the earth. In 

movies like these, you will be enthralled in the plot and some mild humor as you gear up for Halloween. 

All together, this bunch of movies will put you in the Halloween spirit. Whether your prefer-

ences are kid friendly, gory, or just in the middle, you’ll find enjoyment in these films. Even if you're 

not a pumpkin-carving, costume wearing type of Halloween fan, these will help you enjoy this part of 

the year. 



 

Write for The Crier!  

If you want your voice to be heard, your ideas to be seen,  

enjoy writing and editing, and take great photos of campus life and events,  

The Crier is the student publication to showcase your skill and creativity! 

$20 per published article 

$5 if accompanying photo/s 

$10 per comic/small illustration  

E-mail articles and photos to CCCcrier@gmail.com  

To facilitate payment, please include your CID number with your submissions. 

 

              Next Issue Deadline: October 29th 
Discuss article topics and meet other students with 

a common interest in media and specifically journalism. 

Please visit The Crier on the MyCCC Welcome Tab  

for the meeting schedule and join the conversation. 

The Crier web page also includes deadlines for every is-

sue,  back issues of the paper, and other information. 

  

 

 

The views and opinions presented in The Crier do not  

necessarily represent the views and opinions of   

   the SUNY CCC Student Association, SUNY CCC Student Life,  

or SUNY Corning Community College.  
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